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Preface

The impetus for this book came from the experiences Virginia had while

undertaking a small qualitative project that investigated the impact of gam-

bling on spouses and partners (Dickson-Swift, 2000). Gambling is a sensitive

topic, and undertaking research on sensitive topics raises a number of par-

ticular methodological and ethical issues for both the participants and the

researchers. When Virginia began interviewing the spouses and partners of

gamblers it became clear that many of the participants who volunteered to be

interviewed had not told their spouse or partner about their participation

in the research study. For many of the participants, this interview was the first

time that they had spoken to anyone at length about their partner’s gambling

and the effects that it was having on both them and their families. Many

reported that participation in the research interview had forced them to

think about the consequences of their partner’s gambling.

Undertaking gambling research in a small town proved to be quite chal-

lenging. Virginia was not immune from the stigma that is often attached to

those who have partners or family members who gamble. Many people

wondered how Virginia came to be interested in gambling research that

focused on the issues for spouses and partners. After the advertisements for

potential participants were printed in the local paper, people began to specu-

late about her interest in such a topic. Some members of the local community

concluded that her husband (quite a well known person within the com-

munity) must have had a gambling problem and that this was the reason

behind Virginia’s interest in this topic. Despite this not being the case, this

illustrates one of the tensions that may be faced when researching on sensitive

topics, particularly in small communities. When designing the research

Virginia had not thought about the impact it might have on her or her family.

Another unexpected dilemma was raised when Virginia encountered research

participants in her day-to-day life, for example in the local supermarket. This

raised the tension of balancing participant confidentiality while also behaving

in a socially appropriate manner.

During the research interviews some of the participants became quite

emotional as they retold their stories; others expressed fear, frustration, anger

and sometimes resignation to the hopelessness of their situation. They often

ix
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asked Virginia for advice about what they should do. Should they take a break

from the relationship with the gambler? Should they take the children and

get out of the relationship? Should they be seeking help? Should they stay

and try to deal with it? While research was the main purpose of the interviews,

Virginia found that many participants were expecting some advice. The

project had been granted ethics approval from an institutional ethics com-

mittee, and throughout the approval process Virginia had considered that

the participants might become distressed by taking part and may require

counselling or support after participating. There were protocols in place for

referring people to other agencies that could help them work through their

problems; however, very few people were interested in those referrals. After

the interviews were over many of the participants spoke of a sense of catharsis

from the interview. They said it was nice to talk to someone and to ‘get it off

their chests’. This raised a dilemma for Virginia. Was this therapy? Were

participants being given more than an opportunity to tell their story? In

telling their stories, were they somehow changed by the process and, in

listening to it, was the researcher also changed? Many questions about the

nature of doing research on sensitive topics began to emerge.

Searching for the answers to those many questions proved to be difficult.

After much reading of the literature it appeared that the ‘story’ of what doing

research on a sensitive topic was actually like was missing from the published

books and research reports. Many of the papers and books focused on the

ethical issues of informed consent, gaining access and dealing with gate-

keepers, but very few authors were telling the story of how doing research

on a sensitive topic is not as straightforward as methods books may have you

believe. Frustrated by the lack of researcher accounts of undertaking research,

we embarked on a project to talk to researchers and record their experiences

of undertaking research on sensitive topics.

In this book, we aim to tell the ‘story’ of undertaking research on sensitive

topics from the perspective of those who actually do the research. The

accounts of 30 researchers provided the basis for this book. The researchers

we interviewed had a range of research experience, but all had been involved

in research on sensitive topics. We chose the Monarch Butterfly for the cover

of this book as these butterflies embark on incredible journeys across the

world and are faced with many challenges along the way. For us the butterfly

represents the challenges these researchers take and the journey across the

world that their stories will take via this book.

In addition to the researchers’ stories, we bring together a range of issues

highlighted in the published literature to build a picture of what the experi-

ence of conducting qualitative research on a sensitive topic is like. Quotes

from the actual researchers involved in the interviews are used extensively

throughout the text (in italics) to illuminate the issues researchers face.

We also outline some of the possible implications for researchers working in

x Preface
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sensitive areas and recommend some changes to policy and research practice

that will assist in the protection of researchers.

This book is written for researchers (both novice and experienced), tran-

scribers, research funders, research supervisors, university risk managers and

anyone interested in undertaking a research project on a sensitive topic.

It aims to bridge the gap for researchers and to provide them with a resource

that will assist them in their preparation for undertaking research on sensitive

topics. It is also valuable for the training needs of postgraduate students who

wish to undertake qualitative research on sensitive topics, as it provides

essential reading regarding the risks and difficulties associated with this type

of research. We hope that the content of this book challenges, guides and

inspires you to undertake innovative qualitative research on sensitive topics.

xiPreface
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